Abstract. This paper describes the experiments performed for the QA@CLEF-2006 within the joint participation of the eLing Division at VEng and the Language Technologies Laboratory at INAOE. The aim of these experiments was to observe and quantify the improvements in the final step of the Question Answering prototype when some syntactic features were included into the decision process. In order to reach this goal, a shallow approach to answer ranking based on the term density measure has been integrated into the weighting schema. This approach has shown an interesting improvement against the same prototype without this module. The paper discusses the results achieved, the conclusions and further directions within this research.
Introduction
Over the last years, Question Answering (QA) system research has shown an incremental growing both in interest as well as in complexity. Particularly, QA for Spanish has been formally evaluated within the CLEF initiative during the last three years, increasing the number of participant groups and, consequently, the proposed systems. Those QA systems have explored different approaches to cope with the QA problem, analyzing several methodologies from purely data-driven [7, 11] to in-depth natural language processing (NLP) [5] . Despite the methods used in these approaches, the improvement of factoid question resolution has been measured. This paper presents the prototype developed as a shared effort between the recently formed eLing Division at VEng and the Language Technologies laboratory at INAOE. This approach continues with the previous work of the authors [9] to cope with factoid questions resolution. The aim of these experiments was to observe and quantify the possible improvement at the answer selection step of a QA prototype, as a consequence of introducing some syntactic features to the decision process. In order to reach this goal, the following key points have been included in the QA prototype: i) a syntactic parser based on dependency grammars; ii) a shallow technique to weigh the number of question terms which have a syntactic dependency to one candidate answer within a relevant passage to the given question (term density); iii) a formula for merging the term density of each candidate answer and the weights gathered in the previous steps to obtain its total weight. Finally, the answer selection process arranges candidate answers based on their weights, selecting the top-n as the QA system answers. The approach described in this document has shown an interesting improvement up to 15% against the same QA prototype without this module.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the architecture of the prototype; section 3 exposes the details of the new elements within the prototype architecture; section 4 discusses the results achieved by the system. Finally, section 5 draws conclusions and discusses further work.
Prototype Architecture
As stated before, the system developed for QA@CLEF 2006 is based on the previous work of the authors [9] , where the most important modification relies on the inclusion of syntactic features to the decision process at the answer selection module. Figure 1 shows the main blocks of the system. It could be noticed that factoid and definition questions are handled independently. This report is focused on the factoid questions resolution process, while details of the processes involved in the creation and use of definition patterns aimed to answering definition questions can be found in [4] .
Factoid question treatment relies on a typical QA architecture, including the following steps: question processing, documents processing, searching, and finally answer extraction and selection. Next paragraphs summarize the initial steps of the prototype whilst section three and four discuss the new ones.
Question Processing
Our prototype implements this step following a straight forward approach, parsing the question with a set of heuristic rules in order to get its semantic class. The MACO POS tagger [3] is used to tag the question, as well as to identify and classify its named entities. This information will be used later, during the searching step, mainly to match questions and candidate answer context, contributing to the weight schema.
Documents Processing
The processing of target documents first applies MACO [3] to the whole document collection (similar to the question processing). In the second part of the process, and in parallel to the first one, the whole document collection is tagged with the FDG Parser from Conexor, which is based on the Functional Dependency Grammar discussed in [12] . The final part of this step is performed by the JIRS [6] passage retrieval system (PRS), which create the index for the searching process. The index gathered by JIRS and the tagged collection are aligned phrase by phrase for each document in the collection. This way, the system could retrieve later the relevant passages for a given question with JIRS, and then use their tagged form for the answer extraction process. 
Searching
This step is performed in two parts. The first one consists in retrieving the relevant passages for the given question. This step is performed by JIRS, taking as input the question without previous processing. JIRS ranks the retrieved passages based on the computation of a weight for each passage. This weight is related to the larger n-gram structure of the question that can be found in the passage itself. The larger the n-gram structure, the greater the weight of the passage. Details of JIRS metrics can be found in [6] . The second part of the process requires the POS and Parsing tagged forms of each passage in order to gather the representation used to extract candidates answers. Tagged passages are represented as described in [8] where each retrieved passage is modeled by the system as a factual text object whose content refers to several named entities even when it is focused on a central topic. The model assumes that the named entities are strongly related to their lexical context, especially to nouns (subjects) and verbs (actions). Thus, a passage can be seen as a set of entities and their lexical context. Such representation is used later in order to match question's representation with the best set of candidates gathered from passages.
Answer Extraction
One of the drawbacks found in our previous work was the lost of precision during answer extraction. Once the system gathers a set of candidate answers, it computes for each candidate answer the lexical weight [9] (see formula 1) in order to rank the best one and then selects the top-n as the system answers. However, there were situations where several candidate answers could have the same weight. In order to minimize such situations syntactic information has been included, computing an additional weight which is later combined with the lexical weight to get the final rank of the candidate answers. This concept is explained in detail in the next section. 
Adding Syntactic Features
In order to improve the precision at the answer selection step, we have experimented with the inclusion of a shallow approach based on the use of some syntactic features. The main characteristic of this approach relies on the kind of information used to compute an additional weight to rearrange the set of candidate answers previously selected by a lexical supported method. This approach is flexible given that one of the factors taken in mind was to realize the amount of errors that a parser could yield.
Key Observations of the Method
There are different approaches to the use of syntactic information within the QA task. Some of them try to found a direct similarity between question structure and those of the candidate answers. This kind of similarity is commonly supported by a set of syntactic patterns which are expected to be matched by the answers. Some systems applying this approach are described in [1, 2, 10] . Other proposals, like the one presented by Tanev et al. [11] apply transformations to the syntactic tree of the question in order to approximate it to the trees of the relevant passages, where it is supposed that an answer is present.
Despite the degree of effectiveness of those approaches, their principal drawback comes up when the parsing is deficient. With this limitation in mind, and trying to work around the gap of parsers for Spanish, this proposal is supported by the following observations of the analysis obtained through DFG parser (see figure 2 ).
1. There are important structural differences between dependency trees of a given question and those gathered from their relevant passages. 2. For a given question, its dependency tree states both, functional and structural dependencies starting from the main verb within the sentence, clearly delimiting other relations like subject, agent, object, etc. Contrasting this fact, dependency trees gathered from the relevant passage of the given question, could be seen as a forest, where functional and structural relations -which could possible lead the process to the accurate answer-are broken from one tree to another. 3. Finally, dependency trees gathered from the relevant passages to a given question could enclose a high number of question terms related to several candidate answers.
Notice the differences between question and relevant passage structures. Besides, the analysis of the question shows the second case, whilst the passage tree could be seen as a forest. Finally, the tree where the answer is found "Take That" does not contain any question terms. Notice that the accurate answer "De Lorenzo", occurs within this tree, and relates several question terms to it.
Fig 2b.
Example of one tree with several question terms related to its candidate answer (De Lorenzo).
Term Density
In order to cope with these observations, we propose a straight forward metric to capture and weigh up the question terms which are nearest to a candidate answer within a relevant passage. Formula 2 shows those relations, which we have named the term density within a dependency tree. The algorithm applied in order to compute the term density for a candidate answer involves the following steps.
1. For each relevant passage of a given question 1. 
Finally, computes the total weight of each candidate answer by formula 3.
Where ω lex is the result of computing formula 1; α and β coefficients has been 
Experiments and Results
Through experiments performed over several training sets, including the evaluation set of last year QA@CLEF, it could be observed a significant improvement in the final answer selection step. For the case of training with the QA@CLEF-2005 evaluation set, the accuracy of the system was increased over 7% for factoid questions, whilst the improvement in temporal restricted factoid questions achieved a 15%. These percentages represent a good progress giving that over the last years the rate of improvements in the results of Spanish factoid questions evaluation has been gradually. Table 1 shows some examples of the increasing rank for candidate answers with high term density. The evaluation of QA systems at CLEF 2006 campaign included factoid, definition, temporal and list questions. The organizers provide to participants with a set of 200 unclassified questions, i.e. there were not markers to indicate the type of expected answer. Another novelty was that teams must provide answers with the specific passage where the answer was extracted from. The later was used to facilitate the evaluation of answers.
We participate in the evaluation with one run. The configuration applied considers three classes of possible answers, Date, Quantity and Proper Nouns; the system analyzes the first 100 1-line passages retrieved by JIRS; the lexical context used was formed with nouns, named entities, verbs, and adjectives, and the size of the window context is 8 words. Table 2 shows the results of the evaluation.
Despite the fact that our results (for factual questions) were only over 2% better than last year, we believe that the approach described could be a good starting point to the introduction of syntactic information to the answer selection process. Some errors observed while training include the confusion of accurate answers by candidate answers that have a term density similar or greater to the right answer. Next direction in our research could include the use of structural relations to get a better discrimination of candidate answers. 
Conclusions
This work has presented a method for the inclusion of syntactic information within the final process of answer selection in a QA system. The approach relies in the use of a flexible metric which allows measuring the amount of question terms which have a syntactic dependence to the candidate answers. Although official evaluation does not reach the expectation, preliminary results have demonstrated a significant improvement in the answer selection step. This leads us to think that it could be possible to apply syntactic information in several ways in order to cope with the problem of partial or even more, deficient syntactic trees (in particular dependence trees).
Despite the low increasing in the official evaluation, the methods applied at different steps of the QA process are stable; this conclusion can be inferred from the fact that the prototype has reached its last year performance.
It is important to realize that the additions to our QA prototype presented in this document are limited by the previous processes. This means that the proposed method is not able to extract new candidate answers. Therefore our next steps into QA systems development must be done in the direction of improving system's recall.
